Health Span-Extending Activity of Human Amniotic Membrane- and Adipose Tissue-Derived Stem Cells in F344 Rats
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ABSTRACT

Aging brings about the progressive decline in cognitive function and physical activity, along with losses of stem cell population and function. Although transplantation of muscle-derived stem/progenitor cells extended the health span and life span of progeria mice, such effects in normal animals were not confirmed. Human amniotic membrane-derived mesenchymal stem cells (AMMSCs) or adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells (ADMSCs) (1 × 10² cells per rat) were intravenously transplanted to 10-month-old male F344 rats once a month throughout their lives. Transplantation of AMMSCs and ADMSCs improved cognitive and physical functions of naturally aging rats, extending life span by 23.4% and 31.3%, respectively. The stem cell therapy increased the concentration of acetylcholine and recovered neurotrophic factors in the brain and muscles, leading to restoration of microtubule-associated protein 2, cholinergic and dopaminergic nervous systems, microvessels, muscle mass, and antioxidative capacity. The results indicate that repeated transplantation of AMMSCs and ADMSCs elongate both health span and life span, which could be a starting point for antiaging or rejuvenation effects of allogeneic or autologous stem cells with minimum immune rejection.

SIGNIFICANCE

This study demonstrates that repeated treatment with stem cells in normal animals has antiaging potential, extending health span and life span. Because antiaging and prolonged life span are issues currently of interest, these results are significant for readers and investigators.

INTRODUCTION

Aging is characterized by the loss of regenerative capacity of cells and tissues, leading to the shrinkage of body mass and increased susceptibility to stresses [1]. Progressive deterioration of cholinergic and dopaminergic systems is observed during aging [2], affecting both cognitive function and physical activity [3]. Molecular oxidative damage is the main causal factor underlying senescence-associated loss in physiological functions [4]. Oxidative stress causes exhaustion of the stem cell population [5]. When new cells are not able to replace the ones that died, tissue integrity and functions decline [6]. Therefore, it has been suggested that exhaustion of stem cells may be a major cause of aging in humans [7] and that the proliferative potential of stem cells is related to life span [8].

During aging, the concentration of neurotrophins in the brain and muscles decreases, leading to reduced neurogenesis and accelerated muscular atrophy, followed by the impairments of cognitive function and physical activity [9]. Growth and neurotrophic factors are involved not only in the development and protection of cholinergic, dopaminergic, and motor neurons [10,11], but also in myogenesis, muscular innervation, and angiogenesis [12–14]. Various stem cells exert neuroprotective effect and enhance functional recovery of animals by secreting neurotrophic factors. In Alzheimer’s disease (AD) model animals, neural stem cells (NSCs) improved cognitive deficit by enhancing hippocampal synaptic density mediated by brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [15], and NSCs overexpressing nerve growth factor (NGF) markedly restored learning and memory functions [16]. BDNF and glial cell-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) also protected dopaminergic system and motor behavior [2, 10]. Therefore, it is believed that growth and
neurotrophic factors may be key molecules for the structural and functional integrities of the body.

In our recent studies, transplantation of human NSCs overexpressing choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) gene improved the learning and memory functions of AD model and aging animals by increasing acetylcholine (ACh) concentration [17–19]. Notably, brain and reproductive organs including placenta contain high levels of ChAT, and amniotic membrane epithelial stem cells (AMESCs) and amniotic membrane-derived mesenchymal stem cells (AMMSCs) express ChAT and secrete ACh [20–22]. Indeed, transplantation of AMESCs and AMMSCs ameliorated spatial memory deficit in AD model animals [22, 23]. Therefore, it was expected that transplantation of AMMSCs can contribute to the recovery of cognitive function of aged animals.

Adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells (ADMSCs) have been proposed as a promising therapy of various neurodegenerative diseases such as AD and stroke [24–26]. Interestingly, ADMSCs not only exerted preventive and therapeutic effects on the memory deficit of AD mice [27] but also improved the cognitive and physical functions of aging mice by increasing brain concentrations of ACh, BDNF, and NGF [28]. Notably, it was demonstrated that muscle-derived stem/progenitor cells (MSPCs) extended the health spans and life spans of progeria mice by restoring microvessels and muscle fibers mediated by secreted factor(s) [29]. In our recent study [30], it was confirmed that ADMSCs secrete a very high concentration of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), contributing to prolongation of life span in an amyotrophic lateral sclerosis mouse model. Such beneficial effects of AMMSCs and ADMSCs on the cognitive function and physical activity led us to investigate whether repeated treatment with the stem cells exert antiaging potentials in normal animals, leading to a life span extension.

**Materials and Methods**

**Ethics Statement**

All human tissues were obtained with the approval of the Korea University Medical Center Institutional Review Board (Seoul, Korea). Protocols and procedures of animal experiments complied with the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of Laboratory Animal Research Center at Chungbuk National University (Cheongju, Korea).

**Animals**

Young (7-week-old) and aged (10-month-old) male F344 rats were obtained from Daehan-Bioloink (Eumseong, Korea, http://dbl.co.kr). The 10-month-old rats were divided into 3 groups: the vehicle-treated aged group (n = 20), the AMMSC-transplanted group (n = 20), and the ADMSC-transplanted group (n = 30). The 7-week-old rats were used as a young control group. The rats were housed in a room with a constant temperature (22 ± 2°C), relative humidity of 55 ± 10%, and a 12-hour light/dark cycle. The rats were fed standard rodent chow and purified water ad libitum.

**Preparation and Transplantation of AMMSCs and ADMSCs**

Human AMMSCs and ADMSCs were prepared under good manufacturing practice conditions (Biorstar, Seoul, Korea, http://www.k-stemcell.co.kr). For AMMSCs, human placenta was obtained after vaginal delivery from a woman with informed consent. The amnion was mechanically detached from the placenta. After washing with sterile saline, the amnion tissues were cut with scissors and digested with collagenase type I (1 mg/ml), in a shaking incubator at 37°C for 30 minutes. The digested tissues were filtered through 100-μm cell strainers and centrifuged at 850g for 4 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in α-minimum essential medium-based medium (Gibco, Grand Island, NY, http://www.invitrogen.com) containing 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Gibco). The cells were used for the experiments at passage 3. For ADMSCs, human abdominal subcutaneous fat tissues were obtained by simple liposuction from a 53-year-old female donor after obtaining an informed consent [31]. The adipose tissues were digested with collagenase I, filtered through a 100-mm nylon sieve, and centrifuged at 470g for 5 minutes. The pellet was resuspended in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY, http://www.invitrogen.com) containing 0.2 mM ascorbic acid and 10% FBS. The cell suspension was recentlyfuged at 470g for 5 minutes, and the cell pellet was collected. After overnight culture, nonadherent cells were removed by washing with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). The cell medium was changed to keratinocyte-serum-free keratinocyte medium (SFM; Invitrogen) containing 0.2 mM ascorbic acid, 0.09 mM calcium, 5 mg/ml recombinant epidermal growth factor, and 5% FBS. The cells were maintained for 4–5 days until confluent (passage 0). When the cells reached 90% confluence, they were subculture expanded in keratinocyte-SFM medium until passage 3. FBS from cultured stem cells was completely removed by several washes with PBS and was verified by testing the albumin level below the measurement limit using a bovine albumin enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay quantification kit (Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, TX, http://www.bethyl.com). AMMSCs and ADMSCs were dissolved in an appropriate volume of saline (1 × 10^6 cells per 100 μl per rat) and intravenously transplanted to rats via the tail veins once a month throughout their lives.

**Measurement of Physical Activity**

Spontaneous locomotor activity was evaluated using a video tracking system (Smart v2.5; Panlab Technology, Barcelona, Spain, http://www.panlab.com) connected to a closed-circuit television monitor 1 week after transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs every month [19, 28]. The rats were placed in a quiet chamber, and the times of each movement type (i.e., resting, slow-moving, and fast-moving) were recorded for 5 minutes following a 15-second adaptation time, and the ratio was analyzed.

Motor coordination and balance were evaluated using a rotarod test system (Panlab Technology) 1 week after transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs every month. Rats were placed on the rotating rod at a constant speed of 12 rpm, and the time to a fall off the rod was recorded.

In order to analyze physical stamina, all rats were allowed to swim for 5 minutes for adaptation to a swimming pool with a constant water temperature of 25 ± 0.5°C for 4 days before the measurement. All rats were subjected to a weight-loaded forced-swimming exercise 1 week after transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs every month. The rats were loaded with a lead ring weighing 5% of their body weight to the tail and were then placed in the swimming pool [32]. The test was performed by forcing rats to swim until exhaustion, which was determined by observing loss of coordinated movements and failure to return to the water.
surface within 7 seconds. This 7-second cutoff time was used as a criterion of the maximum swimming capacity of the rats.

**Measurement of Cognitive Functions**

Passive avoidance performance was assessed by shuttle box (ENV-010MD; Med Associates, St. Albans, VT, http://www.med-associates.com) to evaluate memory acquisition and retention when the survival rate of rats was 70% (21 months old). Electric shock (1 mA for 2 seconds) was delivered when rats entered the dark compartment from the light room through a guillotine door. Seven consecutive trials, once a day, were performed. The latency time of remaining in a room with the light on following electric shock in a dark compartment was recorded. The endpoint was set to 300 seconds, denoting full acquisition of memory [17–19, 28].

Morris water-maze performance was assessed in a round water bath (180 cm in diameter) filled with water (27 cm in depth) maintained at 22 ± 2°C to evaluate spatial memory. The bath was divided into four quadrants, and a hidden escape platform (10 cm in diameter, 25 cm in height) was submerged in the center of one quadrant, 2 cm below the surface of water. The rats were subjected to 7 trials once a day to find the platform hidden by white Styrofoam granules (5 cm in diameter) on the surface of the water, based on several cues external to the maze. Escape latency (time needed to escape onto the platform during trials) was recorded. The endpoint was set to 300 seconds [19, 28].

**Analysis of ACh Concentration in CSF**

The rats were sacrificed 24 hours after the final cognitive function tests. Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) and gastrocnemius muscles were collected, and ACh concentrations in CSF and muscle homogenate were measured with an Amplex Red acetylcholine/acyethylcholinesterase assay kit (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR, http://probes.invitrogen.com) according to the manufacturer’s instructions [17–19].

**Immunohistochemistry in Brain Sections**

The brains of rats were perfusion-fixed with 10% paraformaldehyde solution and postfixed in the same fixation solution for 2 days, followed by cryoprotection in 30% sucrose for 3 days. Coronal cryosections of 30-μm thickness were prepared and processed for double immunostaining for human mitochondrion (hMito, for human cells), neurofilament-high molecular weight protein (NF-H, for neurons), microtubule-associated protein 2 (MAP2, for neurons), or choline acetyltransferase (ChAT, for cholinergic neurons) using antibodies specific for hMito (1:200; mouse monoclonal; Chemicon, Temecula, CA, http://www.chemicon.com), NF-H (1:200; rabbit polyclonal; Chemicon), MAP2 (1:200; rabbit polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA, http://www.scbt.com), or ChAT (1:200; rabbit polyclonal; Chemicon). In addition, to identify proliferating cells, sections were also immunostained with antibodies of nestin (1:200; mouse polyclonal; Chemicon) or Ki-67 (1:200; rabbit polyclonal; Chemicon). Brain sections were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4°C and with secondary antibodies conjugated with Alexa Fluor 488 or 594 (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Molecular Probes) for 2 hours at room temperature. All samples were examined immediately after staining and photographed with a laser-scanning confocal microscope (LSM710; Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany, http://www.zeiss.com) [17–19, 28].

**RT-PCR Analysis in Brain Tissues**

Total RNA was extracted from substantia nigra and hippocampus of rats using TRIzol (Invitrogen) for reverse transcriptase-polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) analysis. Complementary DNA templates were obtained from 1 μg of total RNA primed with oligo(dT) primers using 40 U of Moloney murine leukemia virus reverse transcriptase (Promega, Madison, WI, http://www.promega.com) followed by 40 PCR cycles, and RT-PCR products were separated on a 1.2% agarose gel containing ethidium bromide [17–19]. The primers used for RT-PCR described in supplemental online Table 1 (Bioneer, Daejeon, Korea, http://www.bioneer.co.kr).

**Western Blot Analysis in Brain Tissues**

Whole brain and gastrocnemius muscles of rats were homogenized in RIPA buffer (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, http://www.sigmaaldrich.com). Separately, hepatic mitochondria were isolated using a mitochondria isolation kit (Pierce, Rockford, IL, http://www.piercenet.com). Proteins were quantified using a BCA protein assay kit (Pierce). Proteins were denatured by heating for 5 minutes at 95°C in 0.5 M Tris- HCl buffer (pH 6.8) containing 10% SDS and 10% ammonium persulfate, separated by electrophoresis on 7.5% or 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels, depending on protein size, and transferred to a polyvinylidene difluoride membrane in 25 mM Tris buffer containing 15% methanol, 1% SDS, and 192 mM glycerine. After blocking for 2 hours with 5% skim milk in Tris-buffered saline-Tween (TBS-T) (pH 7.6), the membrane was incubated with antibodies specific for MAP2 (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), NGF (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), BDNF (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), VEGF (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), GDNF (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-1) (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Santa Cruz Biotechnology), or mitochondrial catalase (mCAT) (1:500; rabbit polyclonal; Abcam, Cambridge, MA, http://www.abcam.com) overnight at 4°C. After washing with TBS-T, the membrane was incubated with a secondary goat anti-rabbit IgG conjugated with horseradish peroxidase (1:2,000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology) for 2 hours at room temperature. The membrane was then developed using an enhanced chemiluminescence solution (Pierce) [19, 28].

**Identification of Microvessels**

Microvessel density was verified by immunohistochemical staining for von Willebrand factor (vWF) to identify endothelial cells of blood vessels [33]. The brain and gastrocnemius muscles were fixed in 10% formalin, and paraffin-embedded sections were pretreated with citrate buffer (pH 6.0), blocked with serum, and incubated with primary antibody specific for vWF (1:200; rabbit polyclonal; Chemicon) overnight at 4°C. The sections were incubated with biotinylated secondary antibody for 1 hour at room temperature, followed by an avidin-biotin complex kit (Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, CA, http://www.vectorlabs.com), and developed with diaminobenzidine (Sigma-Aldrich). In order to clarify whether transplanted stem cells form new microvessels, double immunostaining for hMito and vWF was performed as described above.

**Assay for Antioxidative Effects**

To assess oxidative tissue injury, an aliquot (500 μl) of tissue homogenates was acidified by adding 500 μl of SDS (8.1%...
solution) and 1 ml of 20% acetic acid (adjusted to pH 3.5). After adding 500 μl of 2-thiobarbituric acid (TBA) (0.75% solution), the mixture was boiled in a glass tube capped for 30 minutes at 95°C. Samples were cooled on ice and centrifuged at 13,000 g for 10 minutes, and absorbance of the supernatant was read at 532 nm for the quantification of TBA-reactive substances (TBARSs) [32].

Data and Statistical Analysis
The data are presented as means ± SEM. Statistical significance between the groups was determined by one-way analysis of variance followed by post hoc Tukey’s multiple-comparison tests using the SAS program (version 6.12; SAS Institute, Inc., Cary, NC, http://www.sas.com). p values of < .05 were considered to be statistically significant.

RESULTS

Improvement of Physical Activity and Cognitive Function
Aged rats (11–20 months old) showed decreased locomotor activity (Fig. 1A). The resting time of aged rats markedly increased to 65%–75%, in comparison with young rats exhibiting 70%–80% moving (slow- and fast-moving) activity. Transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs significantly improved the activity of aged rats, showing increased slow-moving time, up to 20 months of age when the activity testing was finished because only 30% control (vehicle-treated) rats survived, compared with 70% and 100% survival of AMMSC- and ADMSC-treated animals, respectively. The latency time in rotarod performance of aged rats markedly decreased to 10%–40% of that of young rats, exhibiting more severe impairment of the performance with the increase in age (Fig. 1B). However, repeated transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs greatly improved the motor coordination of aged rats. Maximum swimming time of aged rats also decreased, reaching a half level of young rats at 20 months of age (Fig. 1C). Monthly transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs markedly increased the stamina of aged rats, although the effects were relatively low in superaged animals (20 months). The 21-month-old rats displayed severe deficits in learning and memory functions (Fig. 1D); the aged rats showed a greatly delayed increase in retention time and long escape latency during repeated trials in passive avoidance and Morris water-maze performances, respectively, whereas full memory acquisition was obtained on the fifth trials in young animals. Notably, repeated transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs significantly improved the cognitive function in both performances. In comparison, there were no remarkable differences between

Figure 1. Stem cell transplantation recovers physical activity and cognitive function. (A–C): Locomotor activity (resting, slow-moving, and fast-moving times) (A), rotarod latency (B), and maximum swimming time (C) of rats at 11–20 months of age. (D): Retention time and escape latency in passive avoidance (left) and water-maze (right) performances at 21 months of age. White bar, young rats (7 weeks old); black bar, aged rats; striped bar, aged rats transplanted with AMMSCs (10⁶ cells); checked bar, aged rats transplanted with ADMSCs (10⁶ cells). *, significantly different from young rats (p < .05). #, significantly different from aged rats (p < .05). Abbreviations: ADMSC, adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cell; AMMSC, amniotic membrane-derived mesenchymal stem cell; mon, months; sec, seconds.
the effects of AMMSCs and ADMSCs on physical activity and cognitive function.

Recovery of ACh Concentration

We analyzed brain and muscular ACh levels to see a relationship with cognitive or motor functions. The ACh concentrations in CSF and muscles of aged (21-month-old) rats were much lower than those of young (7-week-old) animals (Fig. 2A). Such a decreased ACh level in CSF was significantly restored following transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs. Decreased ACh concentration in the muscles of aged rats was also nearly fully recovered by transplantation of the stem cells, although there was no notable difference between the effects of AMMSCs and ADMSCs.

Extension of Life Span

All F344 rats treated with vehicle (saline) alone died by 23 months of age, displaying 50% mortality at 18.5 months (Fig. 2B). There were 4 cases of tumors observed during the experiment or at autopsy: 1 of 20 rats (5%) in the vehicle-treated aged group and the AMMSC-transplanted group, respectively, and 2 of 30 rats (6.7%) in the ADMSC-transplanted group. All the data of tumor-bearing animals were excluded to avoid the tumor-related alterations in the normal aging including life span. Monthly transplantation of AMMSCs and ADMSCs extended the survival time, leading to 60% and 72% survival rates at 23 months, respectively. Collectively, the mean life span of the rats (604.6 days) was extended to 746.0 days (23.4% increase) and 793.8 days (31.3% increase) by treatment with AMMSCs and ADMSCs, respectively.

Distribution and Differentiation of AMMSCs and ADMSCs

In analyzing the fate of transplanted cells, hMito immunoreactivity was detected predominantly in the cortex, although a part of cells were found in the hippocampus, after 12 times monthly transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs (10^6 cells per rat) into 10-month-old rats (Fig. 3A, 3B). The transplanted cells were found to differentiate into NF-H- and MAP2-positive neurons and especially into ChAT-positive cholinergic neurons, exhibiting differentiation rates of 76.0% and 62.1% in AMMSCs and 75.2% and 54.0% in ADMSCs, respectively.

Restoration of Cholinergic and Dopaminergic Nervous Systems

As for the integrity of host nervous systems, the expression of functional genes associated with cholinergic system was markedly changed with aging; genes for ACh synthesis, secretion, and reception, including ChAT, high-affinity choline transporter 1 (ChT1), vesicular ACh transporter (VACHT), muscarinic 1 ACh receptor (m1AChR), nicotinic ACh receptor (nAChR) β2, and nAChR α5 decreased, whereas the gene for acetylcholinesterase, an ACh-degrading enzyme, increased in aged rats (Fig. 4A). Such alterations in the gene expression of cholinergic nerve markers were markedly restored after transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs. The decreased expression of tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), vesicular monoamine transporter 2 (VMAT2), dopamine transporter (DAT), dopamine 1 receptor (D1R), and dopamine 2 receptor (D2R) associated with dopamine synthesis, transportation, and reception in aged rats was also remarkably recovered by transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs (Fig. 4B). Although AMMSCs seemed to be a little bit more effective than AMMSCs in the

![Figure 2. Stem cell transplantation recovers acetylcholine concentration and extends life spans of aged rats. (A): Acetylcholine concentration in CSF and muscles. (B): Survival rate (left) and mean life span (right).](http://stemcellstm.alphamedpress.org/)
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**Figure 2.** Stem cell transplantation recovers acetylcholine concentration and extends life spans of aged rats. (A): Acetylcholine concentration in CSF and muscles. (B): Survival rate (left) and mean life span (right). White bar, young rats (7 weeks old); triangle symbol and black bar, aged rats; square symbol and striped bar, aged rats transplanted with AMMSCs (10^6 cells); diamond symbol and checked bar, aged rats transplanted with ADMSCs (10^6 cells). *p* significantly different from young rats (*p* < .05). #, significantly different from aged rats (*p* < .05). Abbreviations: ADMSC, adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells; AMMSC, amniotic membrane-derived mesenchymal stem cells; CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; mon, months.
recovery of cholinergic nerve markers, their relative activities on both nervous systems were not distinguished because of the different effects on each marker.

**Restoration of Neurotrophic Factors**

In order to elucidate functional molecules for neuroprotection and regeneration, we analyzed diverse neurotrophic factors. Concentrations of BDNF, NGF, GDNF, and VEGF markedly decreased in aged rat brain compared with the levels in young animals (Fig. 4C). These neurotrophic factors related to cholinergic and dopaminergic/motor functions were upregulated by transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs. Especially, VEGF possessing an angiogenic potential greatly increased to levels higher than in young rats. Muscular neurotrophic factors such as BDNF, GDNF, VEGF, and IGF-1 decreased in aged rats were also restored by transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs (Fig. 4D). Notably, GDNF and IGF-1 related to motor neuron development and muscular innervation and myogenesis [34, 35], respectively, were upregulated to levels higher than in young rats. In comparison, it was found that AMMSCs and ADMSCs exerted a similar potential on the recovery of neurotrophic factors.
Neovascularization and Antioxidative Capacity

Because capillary density decreases during aging [33], microvessel density was analyzed. In aged rats, the vWF-positive vessel density in the brain was reduced to 28.7% of that of young rats (Fig. 5A). Interestingly, transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs significantly increased the number of blood vessels comparable to that of young rats, indicative of increased angiogenesis. The gastrocnemius muscles of aged rats also showed a significantly decreased vessel density, along with a markedly small muscle mass (Fig. 5B). However, treatment with AMMSCs or ADMSCs restored the number of vWF-positive cells and the muscle weight, to similar levels. Blood flow may affect antioxidative capacity and related tissue damage, and in turn oxidative stress inhibits angiogenesis [36]. The concentrations of TBARS, byproducts of lipid peroxidation, significantly increased in the brain, muscles, heart, liver, and lungs of aged rats with a low vessel density. However, the tissue injury was nearly fully attenuated by transplantation of AMMSCs and ADMSCs (Fig. 5E). In addition, the protein of hepatic mCAT reduced in aged rats was restored to levels higher than young animals following treatment with the stem cells.

Host Neuroregeneration

In analysis to confirm host cell regeneration, a high portion of host (nestin-positive) stem cells exhibited immunoreactivity to Ki-67, a proliferating cell marker (Fig. 6A). The number of host stem cells in aged rats was markedly reduced to 27.8% of young rats (Fig. 6B). Transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs increased the number of host stem cells to the level comparable to young rats, indicative of resumption of neurogenesis. Interestingly, expression of CCL11 (eotaxin), a chemokine suppressing neurogenesis, increased during aging [37], in parallel with the marked decrease in the content of MAP2, a neuronal skeletal protein (Fig. 6C). The changes in CCL11 expression and MAP2 production were fully reversed following transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs.

DISCUSSION

Universal characteristics of aging are the decreases in physical activity and cognitive function, which may be due to the loss of...
regenerative capacity, determining the longevity [1]. In the present study, we demonstrated that repeated intravenous transplantation of AMMSCs and ADMSCs improved the cognitive function and physical activity, leading to an extension of the life spans of rats. In fact, there are several reports on the life span elongation of mammals. Calorie restriction delayed the onset of age-related diseases such as cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and brain atrophy in rhesus monkeys and reduced their mortality (50% vs. 80% survival for control feeding and dietary restriction, respectively) [38]. Rapamycin also extended the life span elongation of mammals. Calorie restriction delayed the onset of age-related diseases such as cancer, diabetes, cardiovascular diseases, and brain atrophy in rhesus monkeys and reduced their mortality (50% vs. 80% survival for control feeding and dietary restriction, respectively) [38]. Rapamycin also extended the life

Figure 5. Transplanted stem cells increase microvessel density and muscle mass and enhance antioxidative capacity. (A, B): Density of microvessels (von Willebrand factor-positive) in the brain (A) and muscles (B), and gastrocnemius muscle mass (B). Scale bar = 50 µm. (C): Concentrations of TBARS. (D): Hepatic mCAT. *: significantly different from young rats (p < .05). #: significantly different from aged rats (p < .05).

Abbreviations: ADMSC, adipose tissue-derived mesenchymal stem cells; AMMSC, amniotic membrane-derived mesenchymal stem cells; mCAT, mitochondrial catalase; TBARS, 2-thiobarbituric acid-reactive substances.
span of mice by 9%–14% via target of rapamycin signaling with similar underlying mechanisms to calorie restriction, including reduced oxidative stress [39, 40]. Interestingly, it was reported that calorie restriction enhanced skeletal muscle stem cell function, implying that metabolic factors related to mitochondrial activity play a critical role for regulating stem cell number and function [41]. In addition, MSPCs extended the health spans and life spans of progeria mice [29]. Notably, we used tumor-free F344 rats to avoid a possible effect of stem cells on tumor-related change in longevity and showed antiaging activities of AMMSCs and ADMSCs, leading to 23.4%–31.3% increases in life span in a normal aging model.

Transplanted cells were found in the brain, predominantly in the cortex and hippocampus, and differentiated into ChAT-positive neurons. The increased permeability of the blood-brain barrier with aging, which might be mediated by oxidative damage, has been confirmed [42]. Thus, it is assumed that intravenously transplanted cells migrated into the aged brain and that the production of ChAT protein contributed the ACh concentration in the brain and muscles originated not only from the transplanted stem cells but also from restored host cholinergic neurons. In addition, the restored dopaminergic nervous system might lead to additional improvement of physical activity.

As functional molecules for neuroprotection and regeneration, neurotrophic factors were upregulated by transplantation of AMMSCs or ADMSCs. It is believed that BDNF, NGF, and GDNF played an important role for restoration of cholinergic system and cognitive function [11, 15, 16], and BDNF and GDNF played an important role for recovery of the dopaminergic system and motor function [2, 10]. Especially, VEGF related to angiogenesis might have increased the microvessels in the brain and muscles, as shown in the progeria mice treated with MSPCs [13, 29]. Because aging led to a decrease in capillary density [33], neovascularization and increased muscle fibers mediated by factor(s) secreted from MSPCs were suggested to play a key role in the extension of health span in progeria mice [29]. The increase in muscle mass might have come from the myogenic and angiogenic roles of IGF [35, 46], which may be supported by angiogenesis and muscle adaptation via VEGF [13, 35, 47] and BDNF [48], leading to the enhanced stamina in forced swimming in the present study.

It has been postulated that mitochondrial oxidative stress provides a strong correlation with overall mammalian longevity and that increased resistance to oxidative stress should exert antiaging effects and lead to increased life span [4]. In support, overexpression of mCAT markedly extended murine life spans [49, 50]. In the present study, AMMSCs and ADMSCs nearly fully suppressed lipid peroxidation in multiple organs and especially restored hepatic mCAT, reduced in aged rats, to levels much higher than in young animals. Previous studies demonstrated that ADMSCs exhibited an antioxidative effect by increasing activities of antioxidant enzymes [51] and that VEGF enhanced antioxidative capacity by upregulating antioxidant enzymes [52]. Therefore, the decreased tissue injury may be in part mediated by antioxidative activity of VEGF and IGF released from stem cells [13, 35].

It was proposed that the increased blood supply may promote regeneration of tissues by overcoming systemic or local negative regulators of cell proliferation during the aging process [29, 37]. The CCL11-suppressing activity of transplanted AMMSCs and ADMSCs might lead to the increase in Ki-67-positive host stem cells under proliferation, in parallel with the marked increase in the content of MAP2, a neuronal skeletal protein. Therefore, it
is suggested that the restoration of cholinergic and dopaminergic systems in aging rat brain resulted from the increased neuroregeneration, in addition to the neuroprotective action of neurotrophic factors [11, 53].

The marked protection by AMMSCs and ADMSCs against oxidative stress in multiple organs during aging might contribute to the elongated life span, as suggested in the effects of rapamycin feeding [40] and caloric restriction [38]. In addition, AMMSCs and ADMSCs extended the life span and health span, probably via neurotrophic factors improving degenerative changes and tissue vascularization, as demonstrated in progeria mice transplanted with MSPCs [29]. We assessed the antiaging potentials of AMMSCs and ADMSCs based on their different properties such as the expression of beneficial molecules including ChAT and VEGF [21, 22, 30]. Although ADMSCs was a little bit superior to AMMSCs in the life span-extending capacity (31.3% vs. 23.4%), it was impossible to elucidate key molecule(s) in the present study, because there were a variety of factors affected by stem cell treatment, in addition to the complex facets of aging. In addition to the previous reports, it should be emphasized that stem cell transplantation can restore impaired central nervous system by eliminating negative regulators of host cell proliferation.

**CONCLUSION**

Repeated intravenous treatment of stem cells extended health span and life span by recovering neurotrophic factors in the brain and muscles, leading to restoration of MAP2, cholinergic and dopaminergic nervous systems, microvessels, muscle mass, and antioxidative capacity.
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